INTRODUCTION
============

In the pursuit of superconductors with higher superconducting transition temperature (*T*~c~) over the past 100 years, the discovery of substantially enhanced *T*~c~ in monolayer-thick FeSe films grown on oxides has stimulated new research and excitement in artificially constructed interfacial superconductors ([@R1]--[@R5]). The *T*~c~ of single--unit cell epitaxial FeSe/SrTiO~3~ (60 to 109 K) is notably enhanced ([@R2], [@R6]--[@R8]) compared to the transition temperature in bulk FeSe (8 K) ([@R9]). With the record high *T*~c~ for both Fe-based superconductors and monolayer thick films, these materials may meet the demand for thinner superconductors and higher *T*~c~ for future device applications. The reported *T*~c~ values for FeSe/SrTiO~3~ and FeSe/BaTiO~3~ are 20 to 50 K higher ([@R2]--[@R4], [@R6]--[@R8]) than the highest obtainable *T*~c~ in the FeSe system, even with identical carrier doping ([@R10]--[@R12]), demonstrating the critical role played by the interface, along with charge-electron transfer, which is an important factor behind the higher *T*~c~ ([@R2], [@R13]--[@R15]). Replica bands observed by angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) suggest the existence of electron-phonon coupling at the interface ([@R3]) that may enhance spin fluctuation--mediated pairing and, hence, the *T*~c~. We note that a recent ARPES study ([@R5]) rules out an extrinsic origin ([@R16]) of the replica band.

To date, however, the microscopic structure of this interface is still uncertain, which hampers an understanding of interfacial electron-phonon coupling and the magnetic fluctuations in single-layer FeSe. In addition, the high *T*~c~ is sensitive to capping layers and annealing process, posing challenges for future applications, which require stability during processing and exposure in air. FeTe-capped single-layer FeSe/SrTiO~3~ films show an onset *T*~c~ of 40 to 50 K ([@R17]), similar to heavily electron-doped multilayer FeSe ([@R10]--[@R12]), indicating a smearing out of interfacial *T*~c~ enhancement with FeTe capping. Moreover, recent in situ ARPES studies suggest a variation of *T*~c~ accompanying reduced interfacial electron-phonon coupling strength in samples with slight variations in annealing process ([@R5]). Moreover, the interfacial structure variation with the oxygen content and surface of SrTiO~3~ is suggested to be vital to the enhanced superconductivity ([@R18]).

In Fe-based superconductors, structural parameters involving anion height and bond angles are important factors, which affect the correlation strength, magnetic fluctuations ([@R19], [@R20]), and superconducting *T*~c~ ([@R21], [@R22]). For epitaxial films of FeSe, the anion height and bonding angles are directly affected by the bonding, buckling, and strain at the interface. Bonding to the interface also strongly influences electron-phonon coupling with substrate phonons that may enhance the superconductivity directly or is mediated through spin-carrier interactions in the FeSe ([@R3], [@R5], [@R23]--[@R25]). Theoretical calculations of *T*~c~ enhancement will thus be sensitive to details of the interface structure at the picometer scale ([@R26]), as found for diverse materials systems ([@R27]). However, the atomic-scale registration and buckling remain unresolved so far ([@R28]).

Recent experiments offer important information about the interfacial structure. Both synchrotron x-ray diffraction (XRD) ([@R15]) and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) ([@R14], [@R29]) demonstrate the existence of double TiO~2~ layers at the interface, which was not included in previous theories ([@R3], [@R23]--[@R25], [@R30], [@R31]). These studies were performed ex situ on samples with capping layers ([@R14], [@R15], [@R29]), whose *T*~c~ is usually reduced compared with in situ measured samples ([@R14], [@R17]). An additional puzzle from previous STEM characterization suggests a large interlayer distance and weak bonding between SrTiO~3~ and FeSe ([@R14], [@R29]), which contradicts the expectation of strong interfacial interactions. To resolve these questions, we perform systematic studies of the interfacial atomic structure using a combined in situ surface XRD (SXRD) and ex situ cross-sectional TEM characterization of the interface. These two techniques determine physical structure with picometer precision, and their combination provides powerful insight into interfacial atomic structure and its role in interfacial superconductivity. We resolve the atomic-scale structure of the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ interface and find that the interface is more strongly bonded for a particular registry, which may facilitate electron transfer, electron-phonon coupling, and interfacial superconductivity. Our findings call for future theoretical models that consider the picometer scale interfacial structures to understand the microscopic mechanism of interfacial superconductivity.

RESULTS
=======

Atomic structure of **the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$** surface reconstruction of SrTiO~3~
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Surface reconstructions of (2 × 1), (2 × 2), (4 × 4), c(4 × 2), c(4 × 4), c(6 × 2), (√5 × √5) *R*26.6°, and (√13 × √13) *R*33.7° have been observed for SrTiO~3~ surfaces in previous reports ([@R32]--[@R38]), many of which have an additional TiO*~x~* layer. In our study, consistent results are obtained by treating the SrTiO~3~ surface to obtain a well-ordered $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction with only single--unit cell high steps. Superconductivity of FeSe grown on reconstructed SrTiO~3~ substrates is confirmed by transport measurement on FeTe capped samples (fig. S1). Therefore, we focus on this kind of interface in this work. [Figure 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows the reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) image of a treated SrTiO~3~ surface before the growth of FeSe. Besides the specular streak and two first-order diffracted streaks, RHEED streaks from surface reconstruction can be observed, hallmarks of a well-ordered $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$SrTiO~3~ \[001\] surface. Crystal truncation rods (CTRs) for the bare SrTiO~3~ surface are measured using synchrotron SXRD. Fractional CTRs are also observed, consistent with the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction pattern ([Fig. 1, G and H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S2, L to N). The $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ surface reconstruction is known, along with other surface symmetries ([@R39]), to be double TiO~2~--terminated ([@R32], [@R33]). We find that diffraction unique to the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction remains after the in situ deposition of FeSe ([Fig. 2, B to E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the reconstructed SrTiO~3~ surface structure is robust to deposition of FeSe. STEM cross-sectional images of FeSe/SrTiO~3~ provide additional information to verify the structural models of SrTiO~3~ surface reconstruction.

![Structural probes of the SrTiO3 \[001\] surface.\
(**A**) RHEED image of a SrTiO~3~ substrate before FeSe growth, showing $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction spots. (**B**) Side view of the fitted structure (left), the high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) image (middle), and the corresponding annular bright-field (ABF) image (right) along the \[100\] direction of the SrTiO~3~ lattice. (**C**) Same as (B), but along the \[110\] direction. (**D** to **F**) Data of the fundamental CTRs (red squares) and the corresponding fittings (black curves). (**G** and **H**) Same as (D) to (F), but of a reconstruction CTR along two reconstruction rods. r.l.u., reciprocal lattice unit; a.u., arbitrary units.](aay4517-F1){#F1}

![Comparison of SrTiO~3~ surface reconstructions before and after FeSe growth.\
(**A**) RHEED image of SrTiO~3~ (STO) after 1 u.c. FeSe growth. The $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$reconstruction spots disappear after FeSe growth. Diffraction intensity of bare SrTiO~3~ (red) and 1-u.c. FeSe/SrTiO~3~ (black) along the (**B**) (−4/13, 6/13, *L*), (**C**) (−8/13, 12/13, *L*), (**D**) (−11/13, 10/13, *L*), and (**E**) (−12/13, 5/13, *L*) of the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ SrTiO~3~ reconstruction.](aay4517-F2){#F2}

As shown in [Fig. 1 (B and C)](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, by combining high-angle annular dark-field (HAADF) and annular bright-field (ABF) images, the positions of Ti and O can be triangulated using views along the \[100\] and \[110\] directions. The Ti and O columns are resolvable using the \[100\] and \[110\] projections because the Ti atoms are most separated in the two-dimensional images along these two nonequivalent projection directions. The HAADF images are sensitive to the heavier titanium, and the ABF images are sensitive to both titanium and oxygen columns. ABF images can provide robust contrast for both O and Ti for reliable characterization of the interfacial atomic structure. We note that newly developed STEM techniques such as integrated Differential Phase Contrast (iDPC)--STEM ([@R40]--[@R44]) and ptychography ([@R45], [@R46]) may provide better contrast for light and heavy elements simultaneously with low electron dose. From the HAADF projection of the Ti atom columns along the \[100\] and \[110\] directions ([Fig. 1, B and C](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), one sees that the Ti in the double-TiO*~x~* layer lies in the hollow formed by the underlying TiO~6~ octahedra. A triangulation of the oxygen using the ABF images locates oxygen at apical octahedra sites. That is, the oxygen in the double TiO~2~ layer completes the TiO~6~ octahedra of the underlying SrTiO~3~. The coordination of the Ti is different from that found for other double TiO~2~ reconstructions ([@R34], [@R35]). Here, the STEM images place the Ti in TiO~6~ hollow sites and not on top of the in-plane oxygen of the TiO~6~ octahedra, different from the proposed models in ([@R32]).

With the 1 × 1 registration of the top TiO~2~ layer from triangulation, which serves as a starting point for structural analysis of the CTRs, we build a $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ model and let the atoms relax to fit the intensity of CTRs ([Fig. 1, D to H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S2, C to N). The C4 rotational symmetry is preserved by including diffraction from four incoherent C4-rotated $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ domains in the model. The diffraction intensities of both the reconstruction and fundamental CTRs are fit to obtain the atomic structure of the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction ([Fig. 1, D to H](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, and fig. S2, L to N). The resulting structure for one of the C4 domains is shown in [Fig. 1 (B and C)](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and fig. S2B. The cross-sectional view of the resulting structure along \[100\] and \[110\] shows double TiO*~x~* termination, consistent with our STEM images. The structure from fitting also contains additional details in the atomic structure, such as the picometer buckling of the top three layers of SrTiO~3~.

Interfacial structure of FeSe on SrTiO~3~
-----------------------------------------

After 1ML FeSe growth on the SrTiO~3~ substrate, a selection of samples is annealed in situ. Clear differences in the fundamental CTRs are observed for annealed FeSe films, indicating a difference in interfacial structure. One such difference is a substantially enhanced signal around *Q* = (1, 1, 1.4) following annealing (fig. S3A). For unannealed samples, a strong diffuse-scattering signal is observed for different in-plane *Q* of SrTiO~3~ (fig. S3D), indicating that the FeSe layer is partially relaxed. For annealed samples under optimal conditions, no such diffuse scattering signal is observed, indicating that FeSe is coherently strained to SrTiO~3~ (fig. S3C). To obtain the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ interface structure, we measure and analyze the scattering from rods with the same in-plane *Q* of SrTiO~3~ for optimally annealed samples. In the RHEED, which is only sensitive to the topmost layer, the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ reconstruction disappears with single-layer FeSe growth ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the reconstructed SrTiO~3~ lattice does not notably influence the periodicity of FeSe. On the other hand, in SXRD, which is less surface sensitive, there is no obvious change in the intensity of different fractional rods due to $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$, except for a slight variation of intensity oscillation periodicity ([Fig. 2, B to E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), indicating the preserved buckling and slight variation of layer distances after FeSe deposition. Therefore, we start our analysis from the surface structure determined for the double TiO*~x~*--terminated SrTiO~3~ and fitting the interlayer distances of the SrTiO~3~ and FeSe layer.

To determine the atomic structure of the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ interface, two key issues to resolve are the atomic registry of the FeSe layer on SrTiO~3~ and the distance between the FeSe layer and SrTiO~3~, which also determine the bonding conditions and interactions that enhance superconductivity. According to previous scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) studies ([@R47], [@R48]), single-layer FeSe/SrTiO~3~ shows two domains with FeSe gliding along the in-plane \[11\] direction by a half unit cell. This leaves two potential atomic registries of FeSe relative to SrTiO~3~ with high symmetry (fig. S4), each consisting of two domains of FeSe gliding along the \[11\] direction. Such a gliding operation is equivalent to the flip of upper Se atoms and bottom Se atoms, which does not change the overall registry of Fe atoms with respect to the SrTiO~3~ lattice. In the first type of registry, the bottom Se atoms sit at the hollows formed by the top TiO*~x~* layer ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), while in the second type of registry, the Se atoms sit on top of the Ti atoms ([Fig. 3E](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). We consider both types of FeSe registries as starting structures to fit the CTR data of FeSe/SrTiO~3~. The first type of registries with Se atoms at the hollows of top TiO*~x~* ([Fig. 3, A and B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) results in a good fit, as shown for CTRs along *Q* = (2, 2, *L*), *Q* = (3, 1, *L*), and *Q* = (3, 3, *L*) ([Figs. 3, C and D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, and [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In contrast, the second type of registry with Se on top of Ti ([Fig. 3, E and F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) results in large discrepancies between the best fit and the experimental data. For example, the diffraction data show peaks around *Q* = (3, 1, 1.4) and *Q* = (3, 3, 1.4) that cannot be fit using the alternative registry ([Fig. 3, G and H](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Our data and analysis favor the first type of registry for epitaxial FeSe on SrTiO~3~.

![Changes in diffraction of the two different FeSe registries.\
(**A**) Top view of one domain of the first possible registry of single-layer FeSe/SrTiO~3~. The Fe atoms are not shown, and the Se atoms are marked by open orange circles (bottom Se) and dashed circles (top Se). (**B**) Side view along the \[110\] direction of the registry shown in (A). (**C**) Diffraction intensity (red marks) of the (3, 1, *L*) and (**D**) (3, 3, *L*) CTRs with fitting results (black curve) for the first type of registry. (**E**) Top view and (**F**) side view along \[110\] of one domain of the other type of possible registry of single-layer FeSe/SrTiO~3~. (**G**) Diffraction intensity (red marks) of the (3, 1, *L*) and (**H**) (3, 3, *L*) CTRs with fitting results (black curve) for the second type of registry. arb. units, arbitrary units.](aay4517-F3){#F3}

![Cross-sectional layer distance of monolayer FeSe on SrTiO~3~.\
(**A**) Side view of the structural model that best fits the CTRs of ML FeSe/SrTiO~3~. (**B**) Table of average distances between the neighboring layers along the *c* axis of monolayer FeSe/SrTiO~3~. (**C**) Data (red marks) along the (2, 2, *L*) CTR and the corresponding best fit (black curve), showing a bonding distance of 2.92 Å between ML FeSe and SrTiO~3~.](aay4517-F4){#F4}

Given the correct atomic registry, the distances between atomic layers can be determined with picometer precision ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The interlayer distances are listed in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. We note that the interfacial distance between the bottom Se layer and top TiO*~x~* layer is 2.92 Å. Along the (2, 2, *L*) CTR, the diffracted intensity is particularly sensitive to the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ distance, and our fits show good agreement with the data ([Fig. 4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). When fit by fixing the interfacial distance to 3.58 Å, the interfacial distance deduced from previous ex situ TEM results ([@R29]), the predicted intensity deviates from the measured intensity around *Q* = (2, 2, 2.5) and (2, 2, 2.8) (fig. S5C). Our in situ measurements demonstrate that the intrinsically strained interfacial distance of FeSe/SrTiO~3~ is much smaller than that deduced from previous ex situ measurements ([@R29]). The smaller interfacial distance means stronger interfacial bonding; the weak bonding and expanded interfacial distance in ex situ samples may be responsible for their lower *T*~c~.

The separation between top Se and Fe layers is 1.43 Å, and that of between bottom Se and Fe atoms ([Fig. 4, A and B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is 1.35 Å, indicating broken inversion symmetry and an asymmetry of the FeSe lattice in the normal direction. This asymmetry was also observed by a recent in situ total reflection high-energy positron diffraction study of FeSe/SrTiO~3~ ([@R49]). The Se─Fe─Se bond angles are distorted in single-layer FeSe/SrTiO~3~ toward an optimal value, as found for bulk alloys based on Fe-based superconductors ([@R21], [@R22]). This optimal structural parameter is seen in figure 6 of ([@R22]).

To investigate the structural origins of the decrease in *T*~c~ observed for ex situ FeSe/SrTiO~3~ samples, STEM measurements are performed and shown in [Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}. We note that [Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"} shows a clear cross-sectional STEM image along \[100\] with \~10-nm length, showing one of the two domains related by a \[11\] glide as observed in STM studies ([@R47], [@R48]). The interface is in the stacking order of ML FeSe-TiO*~x~*-SrTiO~3~, consistent with our SXRD results ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), and is different from that observed in ([@R14]), which shows the intercalation of an additional Se layer and a large distance of \~5 Å between FeSe and top TiO*~x~* layers ([@R14]). The absence of intercalated Se layer is related with adequate postannealing, which removes the extra Se atoms and would enhance the interfacial interactions ([@R29]). The ease of Se removal during annealing may be due to the different reconstructions of SrTiO~3~ surfaces. By tracking the height of the bottom Se atoms in the FeSe layer, we find that the resulting curve bows upward with respect to the horizontal SrTiO~3~ surface ([Fig. 5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), indicating that the interfacial distance in this ex situ sample is inhomogeneous. It should be noted that there is no bowing in the SrTiO~3~ substrate, ruling out possible STEM imaging artifacts associated with scanning distortions. In region I of [Fig. 5 (A and B)](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, the distance between the bottom Se and top TiO*~x~* layer is estimated to be 3.3 Å ([Fig. 5, C and D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). About 8 nm away from region I, region II shows a smaller interfacial distance of 2.9 Å ([Fig. 5, C and D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), which is close to the 2.92 Å determined by SXRD on strained FeSe/SrTiO~3~ ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The atomic registry in region II is also consistent with that determined by SXRD, where the bottom Se atoms of the layer are located above the hollows of the TiO*~x~* layer ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The bowing of FeSe layers can also be observed in the STEM images along the \[110\] direction (see fig. S6), which shows the same correspondence between the interlayer distance and atomic registry ([Fig. 5F](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The smaller interlayer distance indicates that the particular interfacial atomic registry in FeSe/SrTiO~3~ enhances the bonding between FeSe and SrTiO~3~.

![STEM images of the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ interface.\
(**A**) HAADF cross-sectional TEM image of capped FeSe/SrTiO~3~. The red curve shows the location of the bottom Se atoms, which deviates from the horizontal plane shown by the white dashed line. Region I and region II show different registries of FeSe on SrTiO~3~ and different bonding distances between FeSe and SrTiO~3~. (**B**) Corresponding ABF image from the same area as (A). (**C**) Comparison of the HAADF images in region I and region II, showing different bonding distances. (**D**) Same as (C), but these are ABF images. (**E**) Cross-sectional structure along the \[100\] direction from synchrotron x-ray CTR studies. (**F**) HAADF image along the \[110\] direction with the smallest interfacial bonding distance (left) and the cross-sectional structure along the \[110\] direction resolved on the basis of synchrotron x-ray CTR studies (right).](aay4517-F5){#F5}

From region II to region I ([Fig. 5, A and B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}), the registry between FeSe and SrTiO~3~ changes. In region II, the bottom Se atoms are on the hollows of TiO*~x~*, and in region I, the Se atoms are on Ti atoms. The shift of registry between FeSe and SrTiO~3~ has also been observed in previous ex situ TEM studies on FeTe-capped FeSe/SrTiO~3~ samples ([@R29]). Our results demonstrate that this change in registry is accompanied by a systematic change in the interfacial distance, indicating that the bonding between FeSe and SrTiO~3~ is weaker for the FeSe in region I. Previous STM studies suggest that ML FeSe films with a disordered bonding configuration do not have a superconducting gap ([@R47], [@R48]), and our results suggest a structural mechanism for this phenomenon. On the basis of this observation, we propose that the disordered registry between FeSe and SrTiO~3~ may be responsible for the decrease in *T*~c~ for FeTe-capped samples and nonoptimally annealed samples.

DISCUSSION
==========

Our results reveal the detailed interfacial structure between FeSe and SrTiO~3~ \[001\] surface, which is a prerequisite for understanding the strong interfacial interaction and enhanced superconductivity due to the interface. The most straightforward implication of the interface may be that optimal anion height and bond angles in ML FeSe, due to the interfacial interactions, may enhance the *T*~c~ above that because of electron doping of FeSe from interfacial charge transfer. The interfacial interactions themselves may also play an important role in directly enhancing *T*~c~. For example, cooperative pairing mechanisms involving both the spin/orbital fluctuation--mediated pairing in electron-doped FeSe and coupling between FeSe electrons and the SrTiO~3~ surface phonons have been proposed to explain the enhanced *T*~c~ in FeSe/SrTiO~3~ ([@R50], [@R51]). According to the simplified electrostatic model of electron-phonon coupling, a smaller interlayer distance and thus enhanced two-dimensional screening by ML FeSe would increase the dielectric anisotropy at the interface ([@R3], [@R50]). Therefore, they have a net effect of increasing the total electron-phonon coupling strength ([@R50], [@R51]), particularly increasing the long-range forward scattering--type component ([@R50], [@R51]). This long-range forward scattering electron-phonon coupling is thought to enhance *T*~c~ in ML FeSe on SrTiO~3~ more effectively than the short-range electron-phonon coupling of Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer theory ([@R51]). Consequently, the effective interfacial electron-phonon interaction would be enhanced by the smaller interlayer distance in the bonding-ordered film. Moreover, the interfacial registry and bonding may also modify the electron-phonon coupling and interfacial polaronic behavior ([@R52]) in a nontrivial way beyond the current simplified electrostatic model and affect the interfacial superconductivity. These mechanisms could explain both the enhancement of *T*~c~ in ML FeSe/SrTiO~3~ relative to bulk FeSe and the reduced *T*~c~ in ML FeSe that has been capped by FeTe ([@R17]) or has been annealed nonoptimally ([@R5]), where the *T*~c~ is close to that of optimally electron-doped FeSe multilayers without a *T*~c~ boost from the interface. For a comprehensive understanding on the interfacial structure and superconductivity, our studies call for future theoretical models that consider structural parameters such as interfacial registry and bonding.

In conclusion, we resolve the registry and buckling of atoms at the interface of the FeSe/SrTiO~3~ interfacial superconductor with picometer resolution. For FeSe films that relax, a variation of bonding distance related with interfacial atomic registration is observed. The well-ordered FeSe registration is strongly bonded to SrTiO~3~ only for a particular registry. Strong bonding may facilitate electron-transfer and electron-phonon coupling, which are crucial for enhanced superconductivity. Furthermore, the strong bonding for this particular registry acts to strain the ML FeSe to the reported optimal bond angle of iron-based superconductors, which may further enhance *T*~c~. Our experiments call for the development of new theoretical models that include the interfacial bonding details, to explicitly understand these effects on the interfacial superconductivity.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
=====================

In practice, it has been observed that ML FeSe films with an enhanced *T*~c~ can only be grown on properly treated SrTiO~3~ surfaces, which usually show some form of surface reconstruction in RHEED ([@R3]) and an ordered additional layer of TiO~2~ on the surface ([@R32]--[@R38]). To obtain reliable results of the structural analysis, we prepare SrTiO~3~ substrates with a single and uniform surface reconstruction. By annealing SrTiO~3~ substrates to 1000°C for 10 hours in flowing oxygen, a reproducible SrTiO~3~ surface with uniform $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ surface reconstruction and flat terraces is obtained. Atomic force microscopy characterization of the surface reveals terraces \~250 nm wide separated by steps with a single--unit cell height, indicating a single surface termination ([@R36]--[@R38]). FeSe thin films are grown on the $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$reconstructed surface by codepositing Fe and Se with a flux ratio of 1:10 on top of the SrTiO~3~ substrate at 500°C. The FeSe films are annealed at 530°C under 1.4 × 10^−9^ mbar vacuum for 53 hours. The superconductivity of the films is confirmed by transport measurement on FeTe-capped samples (fig. S1). In situ SXRD measurements of bare $(\sqrt{13} \times \sqrt{13})R33.7{^\circ}$ and ML FeSe deposited on this surface are conducted at 33ID-E of the Advanced Photon Source, Argonne National Lab. In addition, STEM studies are performed on FeTe-capped FeSe/SrTiO~3~ samples (14 unit cells of FeTe grown on 8 unit cells of FeSe grown on SrTiO~3~) using a JEOL ARM 200CF equipped with a cold-field emission gun and double-spherical aberration correction at Brookhaven National Laboratory.
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